-FRC is wall compressed and heated as it decelerates into burn
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Diagnostics on the HFS
• An axial array of 9 pairs of magnetic loops and flux loops external field, separatrix radius, volume, and energy
• A 64 channel array of optical measurement system for tomography, and 14 channel array of visible light measurement visible bremsstrahlung tomography, plasma shape, and mode structure
• A λ=632.8 nm He-Ne laser interferometer FRC line density, density, and total temperature
• A single and 16 channel spectrometers, and a soft x-ray measurement system (including a bolometer)
impurities, FRC velocity, ion and electron temperatures, and radiated power
• An end-on fast framing camera, and CCD camera Both parameters of electron temperature T e and electron density n e are approximately determined by comparing the response of the several filtered detectors to their computed response using the emissivity from an atomic model of the plasma with T e convolved with the spectral responsivity of each detector. To estimate the sample spectrum on the PHDX, the spectral analysis code (PrismSPECT) is used. Once we have an emissivity for some nominal choice of impurities, we can use simple scaling with impurity density to assemble an emissivity spectrum for a combination of impurities. 
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Estimation of Detector Signal
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To estimate the sample spectrum on the PHDX, PrismSPECT (spectral analysis code from Prism Computational Sciences, Inc.) is used. The assumptions for these calculations are: time-independent, non-LTE (collisional radiative equilibrium) ionization and level population calculation, with optically thin radiation transport. Predominantly Deuterium plasma, but with the following impurities, % atomic: Carbon-0.25%, Oxygen-0.5%, and Silicon-0.1%. Based on the atomic model (ATBASE v5.1), we used H-61 levels, C-641 levels, O-1304 levels, and Si-3833 levels. Here we can obtain the ratios of several choices of signal combination and time point
Sample Spectrum on PHDX
We assume that each detector measures the same plasma conditions (density and temperature profiles) and line of sight.
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Electron temperature T e and electron density n e are approximately determined by comparing the response of the several filtered detectors (experiment) to their computed response using the emissivity from the PrismSPECT (simulation).
We calculated several plasma conditions: n~0.5-10x10 -21 m -3 , T~10-300eV. According to a comparison of responses from both experiment (e.g. ratio of Sn/Ge to Zr/C signals is 2.7 at 22 µs) and simulation, T e~3 0±2 eV can be estimated. It is a reasonable electron temperature, but comparison of other response ratios between experiment and simulation do not show adequate results. We presume some assumptions made in the simulation are inaccurate, for instance, an assumed the steady-state equilibrium and fixed impurity fractions of HFS.
To compare the results of response between experiment and simulation, we chose the ratio of Sn/Ge-to Zr/C-filtered responses.
In this analysis it is hard to determine the plasma density in detail, so that information must be approximated from the result of interferometer.
